Despite being one of the most common approach in unsupervised data analysis, a very small literature exists on the formalization of clustering algorithms. This paper proposes a semiring-based methodology, named Feature-Cluster Algebra, which is applied to abstract the representation of a labeled tree structure representing a hierarchical categorical clustering algorithm, named CCTree. The elements of the feature-cluster algebra are called terms. We prove that a specific kind of a term, under some conditions, fully abstracts a labeled tree structure. The abstraction methodology maps the original problem to a new representation by removing unwanted details, which makes it simpler to handle. Moreover, we present a set of relations and functions on the algebraic structure to shape the requirements of a term to represent a CCTree structure. The proposed formal approach can be generalized to other categorical clustering (classification) algorithms in which features play key roles in specifying the clusters (classes).
Introduction
Clustering is a very well-known tool in unsupervised data analysis, which has been the focus of significant researches in different studies, spanning from information retrieval, text mining, data exploration, to medical diagnosis [2] . Clustering refers to the process of partitioning a set of data points into groups, in a way that the elements in the same group are more similar to each other rather than to the ones in other groups. The problem of clustering becomes more challenging when data are described in terms of categorical attributes, for which, differently from numerical attributes, it is hard to establish an ordering relationship. Although being vastly used in the literature, a very few works exist to express categorical clustering algorithms and the related issues in terms of This research has been supported by Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) formal methods. In present work, we provide an abstract representation of the clusters through the formal definition of a categorical clustering algorithm, named CCTree. This abstract representation facilitates the analysis of cluster properties, while getting rid of confronting a large amount of data in each cluster. The proposed formal scheme can also be used to formalize challenging tasks in categorical clustering algorithms, e.g. parallel clustering, feature selection.
CCTree (Categorical Clustering Tree) [11] has a decision tree-like structure, which iteratively divides the data of a node on the base of an attribute, or domain of features, yielding the greatest entropy. The division of data is represented with edges coming out from a parent node to its children, where the edges are labeled with the associated features. A node which respects the specified stop conditions is considered as a leaf. The leaves of the tree are the desired clusters. Features play a key role in the CCTree algorithm. In fact, the feature structure is used to uniquely identify each cluster.
Abstraction is a mathematical concept which maps a representation of a problem, which is called the ground (semantic), onto a new representation, which is called the abstract (syntax) representation. Through abstraction, it is possible to deal with the problem in the new space by preserving certain desirable properties and in a simpler way to handle, since it is constructed from ground representation by removing unwanted details [4] .
To abstract the CCTree representation, we propose a semiring-based algebraic structure, named "Feature-Cluster Algebra". The elements of the proposed algebraic structure are called terms. We show that the proposed approach, under some conditions, is able to fully abstract the labeled tree structure. The full abstraction guarantees that the semantic and syntax forms of a problem can be used alternatively. Furthermore, we present a set of functions and relations on the feature-cluster algebra, which is used to present the conditions for a term to represent a CCTree structure. The contributions of the present work can be summarized as follows:
-A semiring-based formal approach, named Feature-Cluster Algebra, is proposed to abstract the representation of feature-based clusters. We call the elements of the proposed algebra as term. -We show that a specific term in the feature-cluster algebra, under some conditions, fully abstracts a labeled tree structure, and specifically CCTree. The full abstraction allows to apply the desired calculation on simple abstract form, and ensure that the result is also satisfied in the main semantic representation. -We present the conditions and requirements for a term in the feature-cluster algebra to represent a CCTree structure.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a review of the literature on formalization methods applied in feature-based problems. In Section 3, the preliminary background notions are provided. We construct the featurecluster algebra, the semiring based methodology for abstracting CCTree in Section 4. The process of transforming a tree structure to a term and vice versa is presented in Section 5. The relations on feature-cluster algebra are introduced in Section 6 which are used to identify the CCTree term in proposed algebraic system. We conclude and point to future directions in Section 7.
Related Work
In the following we present some work on feature models and the associated formal approaches. Feature models, in computer science, were first defined as information models where a set of products, e.g. software products or DVD player products, are represented as hierarchically arrangement of features, with different relationships among features [1] . Feature models are used in many applications as the result of being able to model complex systems, being interpretable, and ability to handle both ordered and unordered features [10] . Benavides et. al. [1] argue that designing a family of software system in terms of features, makes it easy to be understood by all stakeholders, rather than the time they are expressed in terms of objects or classes. Representing feature models as a tree of features, was first introduced by Kang et. al. [9] to be used in software product line. Some studies [3] show that tree models combined with ensemble techniques, lead to an accurate performance on variety of domains. In feature model tree, differently from CCTree, the root is the desired product, the nodes are the features, and different representation of edges demonstrates the mandatory or optional presence of features. Hofner et. al. [8] [7] , were the first who applied idempotent semiring as the basis for the formalization of tree models of products, called it feature algebra. The concept of semiring is used to answer the needs of product family abstract form of expression, refinements, multi-view reconciliation, and product development and classification. The elements of semiring in proposed methodology are the sets of products, or product families. We import the idea of exploited in the work to abstract the clustering algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply an algebraic structure to abstract a clustering algorithm and formalize the associated issues.
Background
In this section we present the preliminary notions and definitions exploited by our proposed methodology. Categorical Clustering Tree (CCTree) The CCTree [11] is constructed iteratively through a decision tree-like structure, where the leaves of the tree are the desired clusters. The root of the CCTree contains all the elements to be clustered. Each element is described through a set of categorical attributes. Being categorical, each attribute may assume a finite set of discrete values, constituting its domain. At each step, a new level of the tree is generated by splitting the nodes of the previous levels, when they are not homogeneous enough. Shannon Entropy is used both to define a homogeneity measure called node purity, and to select the attribute used to split a node. In particular non-leaf nodes are divided on the base of the attribute yielding the maximum value for Shannon entropy. The separation is represented through a branch for each possible outcome of the specific attribute. Each branch or edge extracted from parent node is labeled with the selected feature which directs data to the child node [12] . Figure 1 depicts a simple CCTree. Graph Theory Preliminaries In graph theory [5] , a tree is an undirected Fig. 1 . A small CCTree: the root contains all the data desired to be clustered and the leaves are the desired clusters graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one path. A leaf is a vertex of degree 1. A tree is called a rooted tree if one vertex has been designated the root, which means that the edges have a natural orientation, towards or away from the root [5] . A tree is a labeled tree if the edges of the tree are labeled. A branch of a tree, refers to the path between the root and a leaf in a rooted tree [5] . A tree structure, in our context, is a triple (Σ, Q, δ) where Σ represents the set of edge labels; Q is the set of states or nodes; δ is the set of state (node) transition function as δ : Q × Σ → Q, such that there is no cycle in transitions. The transitions connect each parent node to its children moving from root to leaves. This means that there exists a state where no transition enters it, which is the root, and there are states for them no transition exits, which are the leaves of the tree. For a transition as δ(s 1 , f ) = s 2 , we show it as the triple (s 1 , f, s 2 ). Graph homomorphism ζ from a graph G = (V, E) to a graph G = (V , E ), written as ζ : G → G , is a mapping ζ : V → V from the vertex set of G to the vertex set of G such that {u, v} ∈ E implies {ζ(u), ζ(v)} ∈ E [6] . If the homomorphism ζ : G → G is bijection whose inverse function is also a graph homomorphism, then ζ is a graph isomorphism. In our context, except having the same graphical structure, it is important that both {u, v} ∈ E and {ζ(u), ζ(v)} ∈ E have the same edge label. Under this condition, we say that two graphs G = (V, E) and G = (V , E ) are isomorphic, we denote it as G ≈ G .
Abstraction Theory Preliminaries The process of abstraction is related to the process of extracting from a representation of an object or subject an "abstract" representation that consists of a brief sketch of the original representation [4] . More precisely, the abstraction is the process of mapping a representation of a problem, called the "ground"(semantic) representation, onto a new representa-tion, called the "abstract"(syntax) representation, such that it helps to deal with the problem in the original space by preserving certain desirable properties and is simpler to handle as it is constructed from the ground representation by " not considering the details" [4] . An abstraction can formally be written as a function [[.]] : X → Y from the ground representation of an object to its abstract form. We say [[.] ] adequately abstracts X if from the equivalence of two elements of semantic forms, we get the equivalence of their counterpart syntax forms. Formally, let show the equivalence of elements in X with and the equivalence of elements in Y with ∼ =, then for adequate abstraction we have
]. In the case that the above relations respect simultaneously, we say [[.]] fully abstracts X , i.e. we have
Feature-Cluster Algebra
A cluster in a CCTree can uniquely be identified with the set of elements respecting a set of features. To construct a semiring which also contains the clusters, we firstly propose two semirings on the set of features and the set of elements, respectively. The proofs of some theorems are provided in Appendix.
(I) Semiring of Features Let a set of disjoint sorts, denoted as A, is given, where the carrier set of each sort A i ∈ A is denoted by V Ai . In our context, we call the given set of sorts as the set of attributes, and we call the union of sorts, denoted as V = Ai∈A V Ai as the set of values or features. For example, we may consider the set of attributes as A = {color, size}, where the carrier set of each attribute can be considered as V color = {red, blue} and V size = {small, large}. In this case, we have V = {red, blue, small, large}.
Definition 1 (Sort). We define the sort function which gets a set of features and returns a set of the associated sorts of received feature as follows:
Consider F = P (P (V)) be the power set of the power set of V, whilst we denote 1 = {∅} and 0 = ∅. We define the operations "+" and "·", as choice and composition operators on F as the following:
Definition 2. Lets consider |.| returns the number of elements in a set. Then, we say F ∈ F belongs to the set F n , if |F | = n. Under this definition, F 1 , i.e. the subset of F, where each element contains just one dataset of features, is the desired one according to our problem. In this case, for F ∈ F 1 , we remove the brackets and separate the features belonging to the same set by multiplication. Hence, we consider F ∈ F 1 if it can be written as one of the syntax forms as:
It is noticeable when two elements of F 1 are added or multiplied, they follow the same properties following the main semiring defined on F.
Example 2. We simplify the elements of Example 1 according to Definition 2, as
(II) Semiring of Elements Let us consider that the set of the sorts, or the set of attributes A with an order among attributes, is given. Suppose |A| = k, and without loss of generality A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k are the ordered sorts which range over A. We say s belongs to the set of elements
and n ∈ N represents the ID of an element. For the sake of simplicity, we may use the alternative representation x i ∈ A i instead of x i ∈ V Ai . We formally define two operations "+" and "·" as union and intersection of elements of P (S) (the power set of S) as follows:
Formally, we say S belongs to the power set of the elements P (S), if it respects one of the form as S := ∅ | S | S + S | S · S | S, where S ⊆ S. The quintuple (P (S), +, ·, ∅, S) is an idempotent commutative semiring.
Note: It should be noted that the operations "+" and "·" are overloaded to the kind of elements that they are applied on. This means that if the operation "+" is used between two sets of elements, it refers to the addition operation in semiring of elements, and when the operation "+" is applied between two sets of features, it refers to the addition operation in semiring of features. The same property satisfies for multiplication operation "·".
(III) Semiring of Terms In what follows, we construct the semiring of terms with the use of previous semrirings, which will be used to abstract the tree structure. In the rest of the chapter, we use the same notions and symbols introduced in previous sections. Recalling that a cluster in CCTree can uniquely be identified by a set of elements respecting a set of features, we define the satisfaction relation to formally express the concept of cluster.
Definition 3 (Satisfaction Relation ).
Recalling that when the elements of F contain just one dataset of features we remove the brackets (Definition 2), we define satisfaction relation, denoted with , as the following:
:
In the case that (F, S) = ∅, we say that S satisfies F , and we apply the alternative representation F S instead of (F, S). We define that the multiplication "·" and "+" over to respect the following properties:
where S 1 · S 2 = S 2 means S 2 ⊆ S 1 , and S 1 + S 2 = S 2 means S 1 ⊆ S 2 . In the case neither set is a subset of the other, the multiplication and addition return the received elements unchanged. It should be noted that "·" and "+" are overloaded to their own definition for the semiring of features and the semiring of elements when they are applied between two sets of features and two sets of elements, respectively. In our context, the property 1 is applied to address the concept of division of a cluster to new smaller clusters, where each new cluster satisfies the features of the main cluster, plus more restricted features. Moreover, the property 2 is used to get the simpler form of clusters according to Definition 2.
Proposition 1. For F 1 , F 2 ∈ F and S ∈ P (S), the symbol " " satisfies the following properties with respect to "+" and " ·":
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the properties 1 and 2, since we have S · S = S and S + S = S. The above equations express how we can transform the different forms of F ∈ F to the form of F ∈ F 1 .
Example 3. The following equation shows the transformation of relations of Proposition 1 to a set of features as F ∈ F 1 as Definition 2.
The form of F ∈ F 1 is a particular desired representation of the set of features which will be used in our context. Hence, we attribute a specific name to it.
Definition 4 (Feature-Cluster (Family) Term). The set of feature-cluster family terms on V and S denoted as FC V,S (or simply FC) is the smallest set containing elements satisfying the following conditions:
In this case, we call S and F S a " feature-cluster term" and the addition of one or more feature-cluster terms is called " feature-cluster family term". We may simply use "FC-term" to refer to a feature-cluster (family) term. We define the block function, which receives a feature-cluster family term and returns the set of its blocks. Formally, block : FC → P (FC), such that:
In the case that no feature specifies S directly, it is called an atomic term. The set of all atomic terms is denoted as A .
Definition 5 (FC-Term Comparison). We say two FC-terms τ 1 and τ 2 are equal, denoted by τ 1 ≡ τ 2 , if for different representations of FC-terms, it satisfies the following relations:
Definition 6 (Term). We call τ a term, if it respects one of the syntax forms as "τ := S | F S | τ + τ | τ · τ " , where S and F come from P (S) and F, respectively. Furthermore, we consider the operations"+" and "·" be commutative and associative among terms, whilst "·" left and right distributes over "+". The set of terms on P (S) and F is shown with C P (S),F , or abbreviated as C where it is known from the context. Theorem 1. Two identity elements of C with respect to "+" and "·" are 0 ∅ and 1 S, respectively.
Theorem 2. The quantiple (C, " + ", " · ", 0 ∅, 1 S) is an idempotent commutative semiring.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the semrirng definition , semiring of features, semiring of elements, and the properties mentioned in 1 and 2.
Definition 7 (Feature-Cluster Algebra). The semiring (C, " + ", " · ", 0 ∅, 1 S) is called a feature-cluster algebra.
It is noticeable that in present work our terms in the following sections, mostly, belong to the set of feature-cluster family terms FC ⊆ C. This means that as the elements of the semiring C, they follow the same operation and properties among the elements of the proposed feature-cluster algebra.
In this section, we explain how tree structure and feature-cluster family term can be transformed to each other. To this end, we first present the "meaning" relation to transform a feature-cluster family term to a labeled graph structure. Afterwards, we present a function to get a feature-cluster family term from a labeled tree structure. Then, we prove in a theorem that if two labeled trees are equivalent, they return equal terms. However, we show that the two equal feature-cluster family terms do not necessarily return two equivalent graph structures. We prove that under the condition of considering a fixed order among the features, the latter requirement will also be respected. In Definition 8 (Factorized Term). We define the factorization rewriting rule through an attribute A ∈ A, denoted as A − →, from an FC-term to its factorized form as "
We denote the normal form of applying the factorization rewriting rule on term τ through attribute A as τ ↓ A , and the set of factorized forms of the terms of FC is denoted by FC ↓. A term after factorization is called a factorized term.
Definition 9 (Defactorization). We define the defactorized rewriting rule on an FC-term as " f · (τ 1 + τ 2 ) → d f · τ 1 + f · τ 2 ".
A normal term resulted from defactorized rewriting rule is called a non factorized term. A non factorized form of the term τ is denoted as τ ↑. The set of non factorized terms of FC are denoted by FC ↑. 
In what follows, we show how a feature-cluster family term is transformed to its equivalent tree structure according to above rules: With the use of above notations, we define the Ψ function which gets a tree structure T , and returns the features as Ψ (T ) = f ∈δ(T ) f · Ψ (∂ f (T )) , where Ψ (T ) = 1 when δ(T ) = 1, and f · 1 is denoted as f .
We define the transform function, denoted by ψ, which gets a set of k labeled trees (forest) and returns an FC-term as follows:
(s, f 2 , s 2 )}) is given. Then, the only state to which there is no transition (the root) is the node s. Hence, we have:
Hence, the resulting term is equal to ψ(M ) = Ψ (M ) s.
Definition 11. A term resulting from a CCTree structure, or equivalently transformable to a tree structure representing a CCTree, is called a CCTree term. Example 9. The two following feature-cluster family terms are equivalent in terms of term comparison (Definition 5), i.e. we have:
S but their equivalent tree representation are not equivalent, since we have:
where the first one contains five nodes, whilst the second one contains four nodes.
This example shows that commutativity of "·" is not an appropriate property for full abstraction. In what follows, we will show that the reverse of this relation is satisfied if an order of features is identified on the set of features, which solves the problem of multiplication ("·") commutativity.
Definition 12 (Ordered Features). We say that the set of features V is an " ordered set of features" if there is an order relation "<" on V, such that (V, <) is a total ordered set. This means that for any f 1 , f 2 ∈ V we either have f 1 < f 2 or f 2 < f 1 . We say F 1 ∈ F 1 is exactly equal to F 2 ∈ F 1 , denoted by F 1 ∼ = F 2 , if considering the order of features in multiplication representation, they are equal.
Definition 13 (Order Rewriting Rule). Let an ordered set of features (V, <) be given. We say an FC-term is an ordered FC-term on (V, <), if it is the normal form of applying the following rewriting rule:
we define a rewriting rule which orders the features of an FC-term based on an attribute
We represent the normal for of a term τ applying above rewriting rule, based on attribute A, as τ ⇓ A .
Example 10. Suppose that the set of features V 1 = {red, blue, small, large} is given. Without loss of generality, fixing a strict order "<" among them as "red < blue < small < large" results in having (V 1 , <) as a total ordered set. The following terms show how ordered FC-terms on V 1 are obtained by applying the order rewriting rule:
red · small S + blue · large S → small · red S + large · blue S Moreover "red · small small · red", whilst "red · small ∼ = red · small".
Definition 14 (Ordered FC-term Comparison). We say two ordered FCterms on (V, <) are exactly equal, denoted by ∼, as the smallest relation for which the terms respect one of the following relations: ] abstracts the forest (tree) structure resulted from the ordered non factorized FC-terms on V and S. This means considering τ and τ be two arbitrary ordered non factorized FC-terms on (V, <) and S ⊆ S, we have:
Theorem 5 (Main Theorem). Let the ordered set of features (V, <), the set of elements S ⊆ S are given. The meaning function [[.]] fully abstracts the ordered feature-cluster family terms on (V, <) and S. This means that for two arbitrary ordered feature-cluster family terms τ and τ on V and S, we have:
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.
Relations on Feature-Cluster Algebra
In this section, we define several relations on feature-cluster algebra and discuss the properties of the proposed relations.
Definition 15 (Attribute Division). Attribute division (D A ) is a function from A × FC to {T rue, F alse}, which gets an attribute and a non factorized FC-term as input; it returns "T rue" or "F alse" as follows:
The concept of attribute division is used to order the attributes presented in a term, which will be discussed later.
Example 11. In the following we show how attribute division performs:
Definition 16 (Initial). We define the initial (δ) function from P (FC ↑) to P (F), i.e. δ : P (FC ↑) → P (F), which gets a set of ordered non factorized terms on (V, <) and returns a set of the first features of each term as follows:
In the case that the input set contains just one term, we remove the brackets, i.e. δ({τ }) = δ(τ ) when |{τ }| = 1. Moreover, when the output set also contains just one element, for the sake of simplicity we remove the brackets, i.e. δ(X) = {f } = f for X ∈ P (FC ↑).
Definition 17 (Derivative). We define the derivative, denoted by ∂, as a function which gets an ordered non factorized FC-term on (V, <) and returns the term (set of terms) by cutting off the first features as follows:
Note that the functions initial (δ) and derivative (∂) are overloaded to the input, depending to the input that if it is a tree or a term.
Definition 18 (Order of Attributes). We say attribute B is smaller or equal to attribute A on the non factorized term τ ∈ FC ↑, denoted as B τ A, if the number of blocks of τ that B divides, is less than (equal to) the number of blocks that A divides. Formally, B τ A implies that:
rue}| Given a set of attributes A and a term τ , the set (A, τ ) is a lattice. We denote the upper bound of this set as A,τ . This mean we have ∀ A ∈ A ⇒ A τ A,τ .
Example 12. In the following we show how the order of attributes of a term is identified. Suppose that the term τ = r · s S + r · c S + b · s S is given. We have block(τ ) = {r · s S, r · c S, b · s S}. Consequently,
which means that we have shape τ size τ color.
Recalling that not having the predefined order among features creates a problem in full abstraction of terms. To this end, here we propose a way to order the set of features which is appropriate to our problem. First of all, given a feature-cluster family term τ , we find the order of attributes according to definition 18, whilst if for two arbitrary attributes A and A , we have A = A , without loss of generality, we choose a strict order among them, say A ≺ A . Then in each attribute we arbitrarily order the features. It is important that the features of smaller attribute be always smaller than the features of greater attribute. For example, if size ≺ color, we consider the order of features as small < large < blue < red, whilst all the features of color are greater than all the features of size.
Definition 19 (Ordered Unification). Ordered unification (F ) is a partial function from P (A) × FC ↑ to FC ↓, which gets a set of attributes and a non factorized term; it returns the normal form of applying rewriting rule A − → O introduced in Definition 13, iteratively, based on the order of attributes on received term as follows:
The normal form of ordered unification is called a unified term. By F * (τ ) we mean that F is performed iteratively on the set of ordered attributes on τ to get the unified term.
Example 13. To find the unified form of τ 1 = r · s S + r · c S + b · s S , we have "F * (τ 1 ) = F ({shape, color, size}, τ 1 ↑) = F (color, F (size, F (shape, τ 1 ))) = r · s S + r · c +b · s S".
Definition 20 (Component relation). Given two ordered non factorized FCterms τ 1 and τ 2 on (V, <), we define the component relation, denoted by ∼ 1 , as the first level comparison of the terms as τ 1 ∼ 1 τ 2 ⇔ δ(τ 1 ) = δ(τ 2 ). Proposition 2. The component relation is an equivalence relation on the set of ordered non factorized FC-terms.
Definition 21 (Component). Let consider that the ordered term τ ∈ FC ↑ on (V, <) is given. The equivalence class of τ ∈ block(τ ) is called a component of τ , and it is formally defined as
The set of all components of the term τ through the equivalence relation ∼ 1 , is denoted by block(τ )/ ∼ 1 or simply τ / ∼ 1 , i.e. we have "τ /
Definition 22 (Component Order). Let X and Y be two sets of of ordered non factorized FC-terms on (V, <). We say X is smaller than Y , denoted as X < Y , if ∀ f ∈ δ(X), ∀f ∈ δ(Y ) we have f < f . Specifically, let τ be an ordered non factorized FC-term on (V, <). We order the components of τ according to the order of features in V as what follows:
[
It is noticeable that |δ([τ ])| = |δ([τ ])| = 1, for all τ , τ ∈ block(τ ), since the first features of all elements in a component are equal.
Definition 23 (Well formed term). Well formed function, denoted as W , is a binary function from FC ↑ to {T rue, F alse}, which gets a unified non factorized FC-term; it returns T rue if the set of first features of its components is equal to a sort of A to which these features belong; it returns F alse otherwise. Formally:
W (τ ) = T rue if δ(τ / ∼ 1 ) = sort(δ([τ i ] τ )) ∀τ i ∈ block(τ ) F alse otherwise where δ(τ / ∼ 1 ) = sort(δ([τ 1 ] τ )) means that the the set of the first features of the components of the term τ is equal to the attribute that the first feature belongs to. A unified term τ is called a well formed term, if W (τ ) = T rue. An atomic term is a well formed term.
Example 14. The unified term of Example 13, τ = r·s S+r·c S+b·s S is a well formed term, since we have "δ(τ / ∼ 1 ) = δ({{r·s S , r·c S}, {b·s S}}) = {r, b}" and "sort(δ([r · s S])) = sort({r · s S , r · c S}) = {r, b}", i.e. W (τ ) = T rue.
It is noticeable that in an ordered CCTree term all first features belong to the same attribute. Hence, in what follows we exploit the concept of well formed term to identify whether a term represents a CCTree term or not. The knowledge of knowing which feature-cluster family term represents a CCTree term, provides us with the opportunity to iteratively use the rules on CCTree terms. Theorem 6. A unified term represents a CCTree term, or it is transformable to a CCTree structure, if and only if, it can be written in the form F * (τ ) = i f i · τ i , such that " W (F * (τ )) = T rue", i.e. the unified form of the received term is a well formed term; and the unified form of each τ i is a well formed term as well (W (τ i ) = T rue ) and it also respects the above formula by itself.
In this paper, a semiring-based formal method, named Feature-Cluster Algebra, is proposed to abstract the representation of a tree structure representing a categorical clustering algorithm in general, and specifically CCTree. We proved that the proposed approach, under some conditions, fully abstracts the tree structure. Furthermore, we presented a set of functions and relations on featurecluster algebra, which is used to shape the requirements for a term to represent a CCTree. The abstraction concept proposed in this work, as a novel methodology, establishes an algebraic structure on clusters, which can be considered as a formal technique exploited to get conclusion on a data mining algorithm. As future work, we plan to apply the proposed technique to abstract a broad category of feature-based data mining algorithms, e.g. additional categorical clustering algorithms, classification, and association rule mining. Moreover, we expect to use the result of abstraction to address the data mining associated issues, e.g. parallel clustering, feature selection.
